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In this paper, we first study solutions of the functional equation Ax = q. where A 
is the generator of a certain semigroup, using mean-ergodic theory. Then we apply 
the result to study the solvability of the operator equation SX- XT= Q, where S 
and -T are generators of some semigroups of operators. We give a charac- 
terization of the solvability using weak operator limit of an integral involving the 
Tensor Product Semigroup of the two semigroups generated, respectively, by S and 
- T. d? 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 3 and 3 be two Banach spaces, and B(T, 2) be the Banach space 
of all bounded (linear) operators from X into 3”. Let S and -T be the 
infinitesimal generators of (C,)-semigroups {G(t): t2 0) c B(T) and 
(H(t): t 2 0} c B(T). Our primary objective is to study the solvability of 
the operator equation 
SX-XT= Q, (El 1 
where Q is a given operator in B(Z, 3). By a solution of (El) we mean an 
operator X in B(%, 3) which maps the domain D(T) of T into D(S) such 
that 
SXu - XTu = Qu 
holds for all u in D(T). 
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An equivalent formulation of (El ) is AX = Q, where A denotes the 
operator defined in B(%, 5%‘) which has as its domain D(A) the set of all 
those X in B(%, 9) for which XD( T) is contained in D(S) and SX - XT is 
bounded on D(T), and which sends each such X to the closure of SX- XT. 
M. Rosenblum [lo] and J. A. Goldstein [3] have studied (El) for the 
case that S and T are self-adjoint operators in a separable Hilbert space 
X = ZZ = 2, and J. M. Freeman [2] has considered the case that X = 3 is 
a reflexive Banach space. For other papers on the subject see the 
bibliographies in [S, 7, lo]. In [2, 3, lo] the solvability of (El) has been 
characterized essentially b the uniform boundedness of (2 - A) -IQ for i 
near 0. 
In this paper we start from the most general situation and give a different 
characterization fthe solvability, namely the existence of weak operator 
limit point X of 
t-’ t 
I!’ ” G(u) QH(u) du ds as t-+co, 0 0 
this X will be a solution of (El). In particular, when g is reflexive, this is 
equivalent o the uniform boundedness of the above integrals for 0 < t < co. 
See Proposition 3.3, Lemma 3.5, and Corollary 3.6 for precise statements. 
When X = d = .Z is a Hilbert space and S, T are skew-adjoint sufficient 
(and necessary in some cases) conditions are given in order that (El ) has a 
solution in the Schatten-Von Neumann class C, if Q is in C,, (see Theorems 
3.8 and 3.9). 
When S and T are bounded operators, the tensor product semigroup 
Y(e), Y(*)X=G(*) X2!!(-), is a (C,)-semigroup on &X,3), and the 
above results can readily be deduced from that in a recent paper [4] of U. 
Krengel and M. Lin who have studied the functional equation Ax = q with 
A the infinitesimal generator of a (Co)-semigroup. However, when S and 
- T are unbounded generators, Y(e) is no longer a ( Co)-semigroup and 
their result does not apply. 
As we shall see in Section 3, 5(s) is a ($Y)-semigroup with the g- 
generator A (see Section 2 for the definition), and it is appropriate for us to 
consider the general functional equation 
Ax=q, W) 
where A is the g-generator of a (%)-semigroup. In Section 2 we shall apply 
a mean ergodic theorem (Theorem 2.1) for (+Y)-semigroups to the study of 
(E2). Our result considerably generalizes that of [4], and it will be used in 
Section 3 to solve (El). 
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2. THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION Ax=q 
We first recall some definitions and properties given in Sections 1 and 2 
of [13]. Let X be a Banach space and {T(t): t>O} c B(X) be a 
semigroup, i.e., T(0) = I and T(s+ t) = T(s) T(t), t, s B 0, and let Y be a 
closed linear subspace of the dual space %* of 3 such that the following 
four conditions are satisfied: 
(Cl) 3 and Y are reciprocal, i.e., llxll =sup{ 1(x, y)l//lvl/; y in Y, 
y # 0} for all x in X. 
(C2) Y is invariant under T*(t) for all t > 0. 
(C3) For each x in 57, T(* ) x is a(%, Y)-continuous on [0, co). (For 
the definition of weak topology a(%, Y), cf. [ 151.) 
(C4) For each t > 0 and x in X, T( l ) x is Y-Riemann integrable 
on [0, t] in the sense that there exists a x, in 97 such that 
(x,,y)=fI, (T(s)x,y)dsfory in Y. This x, is unique due to (Cl), and is 
called the Y-Riemann integral of T(*) x on [0, t]. When T(e) x is strongly 
continuous, x, coincides with the Bochner integral J;, T(s) x ds. We shall 
also use the latter notation to stand for the Y-Riemann integral x,, 
assuming no confusion to occur. 
We shall call such a semigroup r( l ) a (Y)-semigroup on 3’. The Y- 
generator A of T(a) is by definition the operator which maps x to the 
a(%, Y )-limit; Y-lim t ~ ‘(T(t) - I) x as t -+ 0 + whenever this limit exists. A 
(C,)-semigroup T( l ) on 3 is precisely a (!Z*)-semigroup on 3, and its 
infinitesimal generator is precisely its %*-generator (cf. [6, Theorem 
2.1.31). The corresponding dual semigroup T*(a) is just a (%)-semigroup 
on %* having A * as its s-generator. Another example of (Y )-semigroup is 
the tensor product semigroup of two (C,)-semigroups, which will be 
considered in Section 3. 
It is known that the Y-generator A of a (Y)-semigroup T( l ) is a closed 
densely defined operator relative to the topology ~(3, Y), and that 
T(t) D(A) c D(A) and AT(t) x = 7’(t) Ax for x in D(A). Let s(t) denote the 
operator: x + J:, T(s) xds (x in %). Then S(t) x c D(A) and 
AS(t)x=T(t)x-x for all x in X 
(*) 
S(t)Ax= T(t)x-x for all x in D(A). 
See [13] for these and other properties. 
Let R(A) and N(A) be the range and null spaces of A, respectively. To 
study Eq. (E2) we shall need the following mean-ergodic theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.1 [ 13, Proposition 3.91. Let T(* ) be a (Y)-semigroup on3 
with the Y-generator A. Suppose that T(*) satisfies theconditions: 
(a) 2-l IIS(t)ll <Mfor all t>O; 
(b) IIT XII = o(t) (t -+ co) for all x in D(A). 
Then the map P: x + s-lim t- ’ S(t) x as t + 00 is a bounded linear 
projection with R(P) = N(A), N(P) = R(A), and domain D(P) = 
N(A)@R(A)= (xE~?; 3, + co 3 w-lim t; ’ S(t,) exists, as 11 + cc i. 
For q E X we define the function 
q(t)= -t-‘&S(s)qds= -1-l j]:[j;T(p)qdu]ds, 
where the integration with respect o u is a Y-Riemann integration and the 
one with respect o s is a Bochner (even strong Riemann) integration. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T( l ) be as in Theorem 2.1. Zf there xists a sequence 
t, + co such that x := Y-lim q(t,,) exists, then q belongs to R(A) and x is a 
solution fAx = q. 
Proof For those x* in X* which are fixed by T*(t) for t > 0, we have 
(q(tJ, x*> = --t-l tn S n ss 
(T(u)q,x*)duds 
0 0 
= -r,’ ss d” : (q,x*)duds 
= -; t,(q, x*>. 
Since (q(tn)) is cr(X, Y))-convergent and Y is a Banach space, the 
uniform boundedness principle and (Cl) imply that {q( t,)} and hence 
{ (q( t,), x* ) } is uniformly bounded, only when (q, x* ) = 0. Thus we have 
qE1 n N(T*(t)-I*) =Span (R(T(t)-Z);t>O} 
r>o 1 
=span {R(AS(~)); f>O} c R(A). 
Next, taking the Y-Riemann integrals on both sides of the identity 
AS(s) q = T(s) q - q and then using the a(X, Y)-closedness of A, we obtain 
Aq(t,) = -t,’ A 1” S(s) q ds = -t,’ 1” AS(s) q ds = q - t,’ S(t,) q, 
0 0 
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which converges strongly to q - Pq = q as n -+ 00, by Theorem 2.1. Con- 
sequently, the a(E, Y)-closedness of A ensures that x E D(A) and Ax = q. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T( l ) he as in Theorem 2.1. Then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent. 
(1) sEA(W)nNA)); 
(2) x = s-lim q(t) exists, ast + co; 
(3) there xists a sequence t, + w such that x = w-lim q(tn) exists. 
If these conditions hold, then x is the unique solution f Ax = q in R(A). 
Proof Condition (1) + (2). If q = Ax with xED(A)n R(A), then (*) 
yields 
q(t)= -t,$(s)Axds=tt’~;(x-T(s)x)ds=x-tt’S(t)x, 
which is strongly convergent to x as t -+ co, by Theorem 2.1. 
Condition (3) * (1 ), follows from Theorem 2.2 that x E D(A) and Ax = q. 
To see that XE R(A), we note by (*) that S(s) q = S(s) Ax = AS(s) XE 
R(A), so that q(tn) = -t, i J$ S(s) q ds, as a strong Riemann integral, lies in 
R(A) and so does the weak limit x. 
Finally, the fact that N(A) n R(A) = (0) implies that there is only one 
solution of (El) in R(A). 
It has been shown by an example in [4, p. 5561 that in general the con- 
dition that q E R(A) is strictly weaker than the equivalent conditions 
(l)-(3), that is, A(D(A) n R(A)) Y$ R(A). In fact, it can be shown easily 
that the strict inclusion holds for any T( l ) which is not mean-ergodic. 
When T(. ) is mean-ergodic, we have !X = N(A) @ R(A) so that R(A) = 
A[D(A) n (N(A)@ R(A))] = A(D(A) n R(A)). Based on this observation, 
we immediately deduce from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let T(e) be a mean-ergodic (V)-semigroup which 
satisfies (a)and (b). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1’) qE R(A); 
(2) x = s-lim q(t) exists, ast + co; 
(3) there xists a sequence t, -+ 00 such that x = w-lim q(t”) exists, as
n-+oo; 
(4) there xists a sequence t, + co such that x = GY-lim q(tn) exists, as
n + GO. If these conditions hold, the x is the unique solution of Ax = q in 
R(A). 
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Remark. Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 generalize Theorems 2.2 and 
2.1 of [4] in three respects: (i) the class of (+Y)-semigroups is substantially 
larger than the class of (C,)-semigroups which is dealt with in [4]; (ii) the 
condition (b) of our Theorem 2.1 is weaker than the one in [4], namely, 
IIT(t)ll =o(t) as t+ 00; (iii) the e q ivalent condition (4) is included in u 
Corollary 2.4. 
If q = Ax then, as shown previously, q(t) =x - tt’S(t) x. Hence by (a) 
of Theorem 2.1 we have 
(5) sup Ilq(t)ll < cc, over all t>O. 
The Example 2.3 in [4] shows that even for mean-ergodic (C,)- 
semigroups the condition (5) does not necessarily imply (I’). The following 
theorems give some sufficient conditions in order that (5) implies (1’). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let T( l ) be a (‘9)~semigroup n a reflexive space X. If 
(a) and (b) of Theorem 2.1 hold, then the conditions ( 1’) (2), (3 ), (4), and 
(5) are equivalent. 
Proof Since the unit ball of a reflexive space is weakly sequentially 
compact, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that T( l ) is mean-ergodic so that 
(l’), (2), (3), and (4) are equivalent, by Corollary 2.4. Also (5) implies (3). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let T( l ) be as in Theorem 2.1. If there is a t, > 0 such 
that T(t,) is weakly compact, then conditions (1) (2), and (5) are equivalent. 
Proof: We have seen that (1) implies (5) previously. In view of 
Theorem 2.3 we need only to show that (5) implies (1). Now suppose (5) 
holds. Then there is a sequence t, --+ cc such that T(t,) q(t,) is weakly con- 
vergent, say to x1. Since S(s) commutes with T(t,) (see [13, Lemma 2.3]), 
we have 
-t,’ J’“S(s)(T(t,)q)ds= -t”f T(t,)S(s)qds=T(t,)q(t,). 
0 
It follows from Theorem 2.3 that x, ED(A) A R(A) and Ax, = T(t,) q. 
Let x=x,-S(t,)q. Then we have by (*) that Ax=Ax,-AS(t,)q= 
T(t,)q-(T(t,)-Z)q=q, and x=x,-S(t,)Ax = x1-ASKER. 
Therefore ( 1) holds. 
We conclude this section with applications to the dual semigroup P( l ) 
of a (Co)-semigroup T(m). Clearly, T*(e) is a (%)-semigroup on X*, with 
the %-generator A*. Hence Theorem 2.3 implies the following. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let T( l ) be a ( Co)-semigroup on X with infinitesimal 
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generator A. Suppose that t-’ IlS(t)ll < M for all t > 0 and ((T*(t) x*(( = o(t) 
as t + 00 for all x* E D(A*). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(l*) q*EA*(D(A*)nR(A*)); 
(2*) x* = s-lim q*(t) exists, as t -+ co, where 
q*(t)= -tt’ j,‘S*(s)q* ds= --tt’j;J; T*(u)q*duds; 
(3*) there exists a sequence t, + 00 such that x* = w-lim q*(t,,) exists, 
asn+co. 
We also have the following results from application of Alaoglu’s theorem 
and Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.8. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.1 the following two 
conditions are equivalent. 
(l*‘) q*“R(A*); 
(4*) sup Ilq*(t)ll < 00 (over all t > 0). 
COROLLARY 2.9. In addition to the assumption in Theorem 2.7, if T*( l ) 
is mean-ergodic, then conditions (l*‘), (2*), (3*), and (4*) are equivalent. 
Note that a sufficient condition for T*( l ) to be mean-ergodic is that X is a 
Grothendieck space. This follows from Theorem 2.1 (applied to T*( l )), the 
Alaoglu’s theorem, and the fact that a sequence in X* is weakly convergent if 
and only if it is weakly* convergent. 
3. THE OPERATOR EQUATION SX- XT=Q 
Let Y( l ) be the tensor product semigroup of two ( CO)-semigroups G( l ) 
and H(* ), respectively, in B(T) and B(X). For each pair of x in X and z* 
in 6*, let f,,,. denote the linear functional on B(X, 3”) defined by 
(X,f,,,*) = (Xx, z*) (X in B(X, 9’)). Throughout this section ?Y will 
stand for the closed linear span of the set {f,,,.; x in %‘, z* in a*} in 
(B(X, Z))*. It is known [ 131 that Y(*) is a (g)-semigroup of operators 
on B(X, 57). 
LEMMA 3.1. The topology a(B(X,S), +Y) coincides with the weak 
operator topology of B(X, 3). 
Proof It is clear from the definition of +Y that the former contains the 
latter. To prove the converse, let (Xdl} be a net in B(X, .Z) which con- 
verges to X in the weak operator topology. By the uniform boundedness 
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principle we may assume that IlX,II < M for all a. Since (X,f,,,.) = 
lim(X,,f,,,.) for all x in 5? and z* in .%*, a simple approximation 
argument shows that (X,f) =lim(X,,f) for all fin 9Y. Hence {Xol} con- 
verges to X in o(B(%,d), ?Y). 
In what follows, we use so-lim for strong operator limit and wo-lim for 
weak operator limit, respectively. With regard to the Y-generator of Y(*) 
and the operator A: X -+ SX - XT, we have 
THEOREM 3.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) XEWA); 
(2) so-lim t-‘(F(t)X-X) exists as t +O+; 
(3) %-lim t-‘(f(t) X-X) exists as t -+ Of. 
Moreover, ifX~D(d), then AX=??-lim tr’(F(t)X-X). 
Proof The proof of “(1) * (2)” is the same as that given in 
[2, Theorem 41 for the case 55” = 9’. Statement “(2) = (3)” follows from 
Lemma 3.1. To see (3) implies (1) we let Q=CY/-lim tr’(F(t)X-X). 
From the identity: 
(G(t) - I) X= [F(t) X-X] - G(t) X[H(t) - I] 
we have w-lim t - ‘(G(t) - I) Xx = Qx + XTx for every x in D(T). Since 
weak generator coincides with strong generator (cf. [6, Theorem 2.1.3]), 
we have proved that XXE D(S) and SXx = Qx+ XTx for all x in D(T), 
that is, XED(A) and AX=SX-XT=Q. 
One can prove as in [2, 123 that the operator A is closed and densely 
defined relative to the strong operator topology of B($?, 2) and is closed in 
weak operator topology when 9’ is reflexive. Since a g-generator is closed 
with respect to the topology induced by %Y (see [ 13, p. 157]), it is seen 
from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 that A is weak operator closed even 
when 3 is not reflexive. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The operator A is closed relative to the weak operator 
topology and densely defined relative to the strong operator topology. 
Now we are in a position to apply the results in Section 2 to solve the 
operator equation (El): SX- XT= Q. First we define the operator 
function Q(t) by 
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The following theorem is deduced from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that f -’ /I j& G(s) EH(s) dsll 6 M 11 El] for all 
EE B(%, 2) and t >O and IIG(t) EH(t)ll = o(t) (t -+ o3) for all E in D(A). Zf 
there xists a sequence t, such that X= wo-lim Q(t,) exists as n -+ CC then 
Q E R(A) and X is a solution fAX = Q. 
Remark. The assumptions in the above theorem are fulfilled ifF(e) is 
uniformly bounded. This is the case when the sum of the types of G(*) and 
H( l ) is less than 0 (cf. [2, Proposition 71). 
The next lemma is used in deducing Corollary 3.6 from Theorem 3.4; the 
proof of it is the same as that of Lemma 11 in [a]. 
LEMMA 3.5. If 9’ is reflexive, then the unit hall of B(X, 2’) is compact 
relative tothe weak operator topology. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let 2 in Theorem 3.4 be a reflexive Banach space. 
Then AX = Q has a solution X if and only if { l/Q(t)ll: t > 0} is bounded. Zf 
this condition holds, then there xist weak operator points X of accumulation 
of Q(t) as t --+ 00, and any such X is a solution fAX= Q. 
The next theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3. 
THEOREM 3.7. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.4 the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(1) Qe A(D(A)n R(A)), where “,(, denote the uniform operator 
closure of R(A). 
(2) lim Q(t) exists in the uniform operator topology, as t --, cg. 
(3) There exists a sequence t, + CC such that lim Q(t,) exists in the 
weak topology of B(g, b), as n -+ co. 
The limit operator in (2) ((3)) is the unique solution of AX= Q in R(A). 
In the rest of this section we restrict ourselves to the special case that 
9” = d = YF is a separable Hilbert space, and S, T are skew-adjoint 
operators on 2, and Q is an element of the Schatten-Von Neumann class 
C,, 1 <p < co. By definition C, is the set of all compact operators L on X 
for which II L(I, < co, where 
(I Ljlp” = trace(L*L)P’2 for l<p<cc 
and 
\I Llj ar = ]I L\I = the operator norm of L. 
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C, is a Banach space under 11 (IP (cf, e.g., [S, 1 I]). C, is the set of all com- 
pact operators on 2”. Goldstein [3] has given sufficient conditions in 
terms of the resolvents in order that the equation AX= Q has a solution in 
C,. In what follows we shall give different conditions in terms of Q(f) for 
the existence of solutions in C,. 
First we note that G( l ) and H( 0) are now unitary groups of operators 
on Y?“, and the restriction rP(.) :=Y(*)) C, of the tensor product 
semigroup Y(m) to C, is a (&)-group of isometries on C, (cf. [11). Hence 
for Q in C, the operator Q(t), as a Riemann integral of the 1) lip- 
continuous function 5(e) Q, belongs to C,. Let A, denote the infinitesimal 
generator of 9( l ). Clearly, we have A, c A and D(A,) c D(A) n C,. 
When {Q(t); t > 0} is precompact in Ij II and there is a uniform operator 
limit point X of Q(r) (as t + 00) which lies in C,,, this X will be a solution 
of AX= Q in C, by Corollary 3.6. It is readily seen from Goldstein’s 
argument [3, p. 331 that the above circumstance is realized under the 
following two criterions: 
(i,) {IIQ(t)II,; t>O} is bounded; 
(ii) for each E > 0 there is a finite dimensional subspace M, of ,Y? 
such that if Q,(t) is the restriction fQ(t) to M, then (I Q,( t)ll < E, for t > 0. 
Thus (i,) together with (ii) ensures the existence of solutions of AX= Q in 
CT 
When 1 <p < co, the condition (i,) is all we need. For in this case C, is a 
reflexive space (cf. [S, p. 1001) and so Corollary 2.5 already asserts that (i,) 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for Q E R(A,). Moreover, Q(t) con- 
verges in II (I,, tothe unique solution X of AX= Q in R(A). We summarize 
these observations in: 
THEOREM 3.8. Let S, T be skew-adjoint operators in .% and let Q be 
in C,. 
(1) In case p= 1 or co, AX=Q has a solution in C, if (i,) and (ii) 
hold. 
(2) In case 1 <p < co, AX= Q has a solution in C, if and only if (i,) 
holds, and in this instance, X= lim Q(t) exists in I( IIt,-norm as t + co and is 
the unique solution of AX= Q in R(A). 
It has been shown in [2, 3, lo] that AX= Q has a solution X in B(Z) if 
and only if { 11 (A - A)- ‘Qll ;0 < A< 1 } is bounded. This is a result similar to 
Corollary 3.6. In the same way our final theorem is similar to (2) of 
Theorem 3.8. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let S, T be skew-adjoint operators in % and let Q be in 
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C,, 1 <p< co. Then AX= Q has a solution in C, if and only if 
{(A-A)-‘Qll,; O<,l< l} is bounded. A4 oreover, if the condition holds, then 
X= -lim(A - A)-‘Q exists in )I II,,-norm, and it is the unique solution of 
AX= Q in R(A). 
Proof: If Q = AX for some XE C,, then 
II(-‘Ql/,= Il(L-A)-‘AXII,= I~/l(l,-A)~~‘X-XII, 
= IlW-4~‘J--~II,~2 IIN,, 
for all 1> 0. Conversely, suppose that { Il(L - A)-‘Qlj,, 0 <II < l} is boun- 
ded. Since C, is reflexive, there is a sequence II,, -+ 0 such that 
- (2, - A)-‘Q converges in the weak topology of C, to an X in C,, and 
we have 
asn-+co. 
Since A, is a strongly and weakly closed operator acting in C, we have 
XED(A~) and AX=A,X=Q. Being a weak limit of (A-A)-‘Q= 
A,(,? - A,)-‘X, -Xlies in the II iI,-closure ofR(A,). Hence it follows from 
the Abel mean-ergodic theorem (cf. [14, p. 2171) that li(J. - A)- ‘XII,, + 0 
as II + O+. Consequently we have 
II(l&A)-*Q+Xll,= II(I-A)~‘AX+XIj,= I[~(&A)~‘XII,+O. 
This completes the proof. 
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